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1 Welcome to Synaptic Fund Research
This guide has been designed for use in conjunction with the Synaptic Product user guide and assumes the
user has a working knowledge of Synaptic Research. You should ensure you have read and understood the
Synaptic Product Research user guide before reading this guide, as much of the basic information, such as
logging on, navigation, client data entry and generics on filtering and grids are contained only in the
Product user guide.
The Fund functionality of the system has been designed with maximum flexibility to allow you to source,
choose and compare funds.
This user guide is designed to provide sufficient knowledge to conduct basic research using the main
functionality of Synaptic Fund Research. Far more detailed information is contained within the help files on
the system (accessed by F1 on your keyboard or by clicking Help in the Synaptic menu bar).
This guide shows how an adviser might use Synaptic Fund Research to perform research on funds. It depicts
the use of the system in the way that advisers have told us they normally use it. However, a valuable
element of Synaptic Research is that it is very non-prescriptive. If you were so inclined, you could start a
piece of research, and go straight to the report stage, without filtering or ranking.
Please also note that the software is under constant development and evolution. We do not update the
user guides after every small change, so the screenshots you see in this document may be slightly different
to what you might see on-screen. Additionally, the product and fund data we hold is subject to monthly
updates, so the screenshots you see may well show results that you are unable to replicate.

1.1 Fund Sectors
Synaptic Fund Research uses two different types of fund classification in different contexts:
Relative past performance figures such as quartile rankings and alpha are always calculated in relation to
the fund’s ABI or IMA sector average.
On the Sectors tab and PP tab of a piece of research (and in similar areas such as contract factsheets and
lists of linked funds), the system offers a choice of either Financial Express Global classification of funds or
the IMA/ABI sectors.

2 Types of Fund Research
Synaptic Fund Research provides four types of fund research:
• Research into unit trusts, investment trusts, life funds, pension funds, and offshore funds.
• Research into all the funds offered by a single promoter (such as Fidelity or Merrill Lynch).
• Research into all the funds available on a specific contract (e.g. Aviva Personal Pension).
• A manual list of funds – i.e. a portfolio of funds
Research into unit trusts, life funds, etc. is intended for general analysis of the fund market, or for occasions
when a client wants to make a direct investment in unit trusts outside of a wrapper such as an investment
bond or ISA.
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Research into the linked funds available on a contract provides in-depth analysis of the investment options
when you already know which contract you are recommending. In effect, you complete two pieces of
research: one into the product type to determine which contract to recommend, and then a second piece
of research into the funds available on the selected contract.
Manual fund lists have a number of uses, and these are covered in more detail below.
Additionally, Synaptic Fund Research also provides access to sector and index data, also detailed below.

3 Researching Funds
All Fund research is accessed from the Investment tab:
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For Synaptic Product licence
only users, the Fund data
section only provides
research into Investment
trusts and Unit
trusts/OEICs.

The fund universes can be researched by selecting
either; Investment trusts, Unit trusts/OEICs, Life
funds, Pension funds or Offshore funds.
The sectors can be researched by selecting IMA/ABI
sectors or the Financial Express categories.
The Indices provided by Financial Express, for
example the ‘FTSE’, ‘RPI’ can be researched.

If the product research has already been performed and the contract or at least the provider that is being
recommended is known, you can research the specific funds by selecting Funds from a specific promoter
or Funds linked to specific contract.
Client and preferred portfolio’s can be setup by using Manual fund list.
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3.1 Researching a Fund Universe

Enter the client details or
select Load to search for
an existing client and
select Start research.
If the research is not client
specific select Skip client
entry.

Similar to Product research there are three stages of Fund research;
1. Filtering
2. Ranking
3. Report
At this point, you should note a fundamental difference between Product Research and Fund Research.
When you reach the filtering section of Product Research, the main section of the window shows the list of
companies and contracts. This is because (at the time of writing) only one product type (Offshore bonds)
has more than 100 contracts available. This means that for the majority of your research, you will be
starting with a list of less than about 50 contracts.
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By comparison, if Synaptic showed the list of funds before filtering was applied, there may be a list of over
7,000 funds.. Therefore we only display the first 500 funds in any fund list (although the full list is generated
and can be viewed by clicking on the ‘page’ numbers at the top of the grid).
The fund list is only generated when you tell the system which sectors you want.

The Filtering screen will
be displayed.
Use the tabs on the left
hand side to enter the
criteria for unit trust/OEIC
funds.

Primary fund and Open fund are automatically selected when you start fund research. To view the
definitions of any of the features, simply right click on the feature and select Show definition.
Select any additional required features remembering features are simply a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answer. Therefore
any fund that does not answer ‘Yes’ to the selected features will be excluded.
Features highlighted in ‘bold’ will display a further sub menu when selected, i.e. Ethical fund.
Once the features have been chosen, select the Sectors tab.
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As explained earlier, the Sectors tab gives you the option of
the FE Global or IMA/ABI/AIC sector classifications. Select
one of these and the sectors will be displayed.
Select the specific sectors to start loading funds. Alternatively,
select Check all sectors at the bottom of the screen. Please
note this will load all the funds in the chosen fund universe
that meet the features selected, therefore it can be quite a
large list of funds.

Once the sectors have been chosen, select the Conditions tab.

The Conditions tab will list further areas to filter on.

Not all the conditions may be required for filtering. Therefore they could be used for information purposes.
For example it is unlikely you will need to filter on the sector classifications as the required sectors have
been selected already in the Sectors tab. Therefore you may just wish to add either the IMA/ABI/AIC
sector or Financial Express category to view which funds are in which sectors.
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The sectors will be
displayed in the grid

Other conditions lend themselves to be filtered on. For example Launch date, you may wish to exclude
young funds, so you could enter a filter on the launch date for funds older than five years.

Enter the date to filter.

The list of funds will then be updated to only
display funds with a launch date of ‘less than or
equal to’ the date entered.
The number of available funds will be displayed at
the top of the screen.
The number of available funds will be displayed at
the top of the screen

Once the required Conditions have been chosen, select the Stats tab.
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The Stats tab can be used to filter on the fund’s performance.

Enter the criteria to filter on and
tab away.
The fund list will be updated.

The Stats can also be included in the grid to view the details, simply left click on the stat and an extra
column will be added to the screen. Once the stats are in the grid, it can then be used to sort the funds to
help give you a benchmark figure to filter on.
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Click on the column
heading to sort the
funds by either an
ascending or
descending order. Or
right click and select
the appropriate order.

Right click on your chosen
benchmark figure to filter.

Once the filtering has been completed there are several additional features available within the filtering
area that you may find useful.
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Clear all filters will remove all the filters that have been
selected.
Audit trail will display the funds for all the sectors chosen and
what filter excluded the funds.
Import filter will allow you to import the filters used for a
previous client to save you selecting the same criteria.

Factsheets will allow you to display up to
ten fund factsheets from the list of the
remaining funds.
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Select the funds to
view the fact sheets
or choose All funds.
Then click Select
funds.

Scroll through to view
each fact sheet in
turn. Use Back to
research to return to
the previous page.

Please see section 7 for further information on fund fact sheets.
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Graph will allow you to
plot and compare up
to ten funds using
various graphs.

Select the funds to be
included in the graph.
Or use All funds.
Once done, click
Select funds.
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Use the dropdown menus to view
different graphs, change the time
period and add indices.
For further explanation on graphs
please refer to section 6.

The majority of the options in the
menu bar are consistent with
Product research. The two that
apply specially to Fund research
are Convert to manual and
Availability.

Convert to manual allows you to convert the fund research into a manual fund list. Once it is a manual fund
list it can become a portfolio and be used to graph and compare against other portfolios along with being
used within Product research. Please refer to section 4.

Availability allows you to select up to ten funds and check the availability of those funds in contracts for a
chosen product type.
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The Availability matrix allows
you to see what contracts will
have access to funds you are
looking at recommending prior to
starting the product research.

Once the filtering of funds has
been completed, select Ranking
from the menu bar.

Ranking allows you to sort the remaining funds in order of preference by selecting the criteria to rank on as
oppose to filtering.

The ranking criteria are made up of quantitative data and non-quantitative data. The quantitative data is
the fund performance stats where Synaptic has an actual figure to rank on. The non-quantitative data is the
features that are simply a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answer.

To get valuable ranking we would recommend you use a mixture of quantitative and non-quantitative data.
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Select a section on the left hand
side to then select what areas are
Low, Medium and High
importance.

Once the ranking criteria has been
chosen, select Calculate from the
menu bar.
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The Total score is initially shown.
Select each tab in turn to see the
breakdown and the order of the funds
in the chosen ranking criteria.

The calculations used to arrive at the “scores” for each fund are complex. They are covered in detail within
the Help files within the software.
The menu bar will once again give you the same options as explained in the filtering stage.
You can return to the ranking criteria and re-calculate by selecting Back to ranking from the menu bar.
Once you are happy with the ranking, select Report from the menu bar.

Select the fund to be
recommended and generate the
relevant reports below.

The Quick reports open in your browser window with limited editing features available, they can be used
for the client file purposes to document the research that has been performed. These are not the reports to
be issued to clients.
The Report Manager Suitability reports are exported to Microsoft Word. The Research report is very
similar to the Quick report but opens in Microsoft Word, allowing you to personalise it for the client.
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The Standard Report is designed to go a long way towards producing a full suitability report for handing to
your client.
For more detail on the production of reports, see the relevant section in the Synaptic Product Research
User Guide.

1.2 Researching Sectors
Synaptic Fund Research allows you to conduct research into sectors, as well as individual funds.
The sector research is separated into five sections:
•
•
•
•
•

AIC sectors
IMA sectors
ABI life fund sectors
ABI pension fund sectors
Financial Express categories

Select one of the sector
categories to research.

The way the sector research is performed follows the exact same process as explained earlier for the fund
universe research. The only difference being, you will be presented with the sectors as opposed to the
funds.
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Perform the research by
filtering and ranking on the
sectors as previously
explained.

This research is useful in at least two respects:
1) It can greatly aid understanding of sector performance for the purposes of guiding advice to your client
2) It can be saved and used as a template for product research.
Remember that (just as with product and fund research), the data can be built into a grid by clicking on the
text of the statistic – this will then enable you to see the range of values, which in turn will allow you to
enter a realistic value to filter on.

3.3 Researching Indices
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The way the indice research is performed follows the exact same process as explained earlier for the fund
universe research. The only difference being, you will be presented with the indices as opposed to the
funds.

This functionality works in exactly the same way as the research into sectors, detailed above It is useful for
building grids of data to see how various indices differ, most notably, the values between the UK, Europe,
US and Japan, and the differences between equities, gilts, cash and RPI.

3.4 Researching Funds from a Specific Promoter
In addition to conducting whole-of-market fund research, you may wish to narrow the fund universe to
only those funds available from a specific promoter.
This may be useful when advising clients on their investment choice from within an existing investment.
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When starting research into the linked funds from a single promoter, you start by finding the name of the
promoter you want to research. (This is the only type of research where there is not an option for entering
client details).

3.5 Researching Funds Linked to a Specific Contract
If the product has already been chosen, you may not want to then research all funds using one the fund
universes, as you will then need to establish which of the funds are available through the chosen product. A
more efficient way to perform the research is to only research the funds available through the chosen
product.
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Select Funds linked to
a specific contract.

When you have found the contract you want, you click on its name (which will highlight it with a green
background).

After choosing a contract you can then enter (or load) the details of one or more clients. If you don’t want
to record client details against your research, you simply click on the Skip client entry button.
You will then be able to start your research in the normal way, but starting from a specific list of funds
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Perform the research by
filtering and ranking on
the funds as previously
explained

4 Manual Fund Lists
The creation of Manual fund lists will allow you to permanently store a client’s current portfolio and your
recommended portfolio’s. Once created, reports and performance graphs can be generated.
Manual fund lists can be created by manually adding funds or converting a piece of fund research.

4.1 Manually Creating Manual Fund Lists

Select Manual fund list.
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If the manual fund list is
client specific enter the
client details or Load if
you have already done
research for this client or
Skip client entry to
create a general fund list.
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The funds will need to be
manually added to the list.
Select add a fund and search
for the funds to be added to the
manual fund list. Then Save
selection.

To add more funds to the list simply repeat the process above until you have all of the funds in the list you
require. An example of a list is shown below.

Once the manual fund is created you may want to view information on the funds by selecting the areas on
the left hand side, for example launch date, performance stats can be added to the grid.
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The manual fund list is created within the Filtering screen so the same functionality is available as
previously explained when performing fund research. The Factsheets, Graph and Availability are available
for a maximum of ten funds as previously explained.

4.2 Converting Fund Research into a Manual Fund List
A manual fund list can be created from an existing piece of fund research. This will save you having to add
all the funds manually. For example, you may have completed fund research that is going to be a
recommended portfolio and this can be easily converted to a manual fund list.
Retrieve the fund research you wish to convert to a manual fund list. Please refer to section 8 on retrieving
research.
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If you need to keep a copy of the fund research that was performed you will first need to create a copy of
the research before converting it to a manual fund list.

Select Copy from the
menu bar, this will
create a duplicate of
the research.

Once you are on the
copy, select Convert
to manual to create
the research as a
manual fund list.
A manual fund list
can have a maximum
of 200 funds.

Once a manual fund
list, remember to
Change title so it can
be easily retrieved at
a later date.

5 Portfolios
A portfolio is simply a ‘manual fund list’ for which you have defined holdings – e.g. that 20% of the client’s
money is invested in fund A, 30% in fund B, and 50% in fund C. You set (or change) these values using the
Portfolio link on the menu bar which is only available on manual fund lists.
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From within a manual fund
list, select Portfolio from
the menu bar.

Synaptic Fund Research
automatically assigns equal
percentages to each of the
funds, but this can be
overwritten using either a
monetary or percentage
amount.
If a fund is highlighted in red
text – it is indicting the fund is
less than a year old and
cannot be included in the
portfolio. You will need to
return to the manual fund list
and remove it.

The valuation mode of the portfolio can be changed. There are three options:
•

•

Treat the holdings as the Current holdings. The holdings you enter are assumed to be the current
values, and the performance of the portfolio is tracked backwards depending on the performance of
each individual fund.
Treat the holdings as the values n years ago. The system values the portfolio as though you invested
the specified amounts n years ago, and then tracks performance forwards from that date.
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•

Treat the holdings as a Synthetic benchmark. The portfolio is valued as though it were re-weighted
monthly, buying and selling units in the funds so that the percentage split between them remains
constant.

In other words, if you choose the synthetic-benchmark option then the split between each fund in the
portfolio remains constant. If you choose either of the other two options then the amount invested in each
fund will change over time because each fund will have grown at a different rate.

Finally a benchmark can be set for the portfolio. This will be used in the portfolio fact sheet and can also be
used for comparison when graphing the portfolio.

Once setup select one
of the following
options:
Save and close – this
will save the settings
and return you to the
manual fund list.
Report – this will
display the portfolio
fact sheet.
Graph – this will graph
the portfolio and give
you the opportunity to
compare against other
portfolios that have
been setup.
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The portfolio fact
graph.
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5.1 Uses of Portfolios
Portfolios have two main uses:
•

You can generate portfolio reports showing the performance of each item in the portfolio, and of the
whole portfolio compared to a benchmark of your choice.
• You can use portfolios as custom baselines in graphs.
In other words, you can use portfolios as a sort of bespoke benchmark, as well as/instead of a list of funds
which you have recommended or are thinking of recommending to a client.
Note that a Portfolio created from a Manual fund list will inherit the name of the manual fund list. The
name will then appear in the Indexes drop-down menu of the graphing page – if you have left multiple
Manual fund lists called “Manual fund list” it will be very difficult to work out which is which. You should
therefore change the title of all Manual fund lists to a more appropriate title, by selecting Change title in
the menu bar.

5.2 Limitations of Portfolios
Synaptic Fund Research portfolios are not intended to provide true valuations. They are not “transactional”
in the sense of letting you record investments starting and ending at a variety of dates.
Instead, the portfolios are a guide for sales and review purposes, helping you to assess the potential
performance of a portfolio you are thinking of implementing for a client, or of a client’s actual existing
portfolio.

6 Graphs
Synaptic Fund Research’s graphing functionality has been designed to allow you to show many aspects of a
fund’s (or a number of funds’) performance, risk metrics, asset allocation etc.
Some graphs are not available for some fund research (for example, the sector position graph cannot be
shown when graphing multiple funds from different sectors).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fund graphs are available from several places:
From the Graph button above the grid of funds when researching any fund type
From the Graph button above the grid of funds from a specific promoter
From the Graph button above the grid of funds available to a specific contract
From the Graph button above the grid of funds of any manual fund list
From the Graph option on the menu bar of any fund factsheet
From the Graph button at the bottom of the portfolio settings window
From the Graph button in the Select funds header section of Fund picker
From the Graph button on the menu bar at the ranking stage of fund research
From the Graph option after right-clicking any fund name in a grid of funds

Ten funds can be graphed at any one time.
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6.1 Graphing Options
The default graph will always be Cumulative performance over 5 years, with no index or baseline. The
exception to this rule is if you are plotting a number of funds where portfolio values or percentages have
been set.

It is possible from within the graph to:•
•
•
•
•

Change the graph type
Change the time period
Add a sector or index
Alter the graphing parameters
Save the graph as a PDF

6.1.1 Graph Types
Synaptic Fund Research provides a wide range of fund graphs, each of which is covered in detail in the Help
file within Synaptic Research (press F1 from anywhere in the system).
(Please note that firms who have only subscribed to Synaptic Product Research only have access to the
annual performance graph.)
Using the dropdown list in the top left of the graphing screen, you can choose between:
•
•
•
•

Cumulative performance
Monthly premium
Annual premium
Annual performance
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alpha vs. beta
Quartile rankings
Returns each month
Performance vs. volatility
Best/worst returns
Sector position
Asset allocation
Stochastic projections (5 and 10 year models)
Portfolio value
Portfolio composition

Detailed explanations of the graphs and their uses are available in the help files (accessible by pressing the
F1 key on your keyboard, or by clicking on the Help option from the menu bar).

6.1.2 Time Periods for Graphs

You can change the time period for a graph using the second drop-down box in the graph window’s
toolbar. However, some graphs used a fixed time period, and therefore this box becomes greyed-out and
disabled when these types of graphs are selected.
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The standard options in the drop-down box are the last ten years – i.e. the last year to date, the last two
years to date etc. However, some types of graph also let you choose a bespoke time period. Where
applicable, the final entry on the drop-down list will be Bespoke…. This entry will not be displayed if the
selected graph does not allow bespoke time periods.

You set the bespoke time period using the options on the Funds and Weightings page. This page is
automatically displayed by the system the first time you select the Bespoke... from the drop-down list. The
system then continues to use the same time period whenever you choose the bespoke option until you
change to a new one by using the Funds and weightings button to re-open the options page.

To use the bespoke time period feature, select the Funds and weightings button. Once you have clicked on
the Funds and weightings button the screen below will open.
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Use the drop down
menus to set the
bespoke time period.

Select Save settings
to return to the graph.

6.1.3 Indices

Using the third
dropdown, you can add
indices to the graph.

The indices drop down menu will include any portfolios that you have created.
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Select a portfolio.

The selected index is initially
plotted on the graph.

The indices can be set as a baseline. This converts all existing funds on the graph values relative to the
index, rather than plotting all funds and the index as absolute values against the vertical axis.
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Checking as baseline makes
the index act as the baseline
on the graph.

6.1.4 Saving and Printing Graphs
Similar to other areas in Synaptic, the graphs can be saved as ‘PDF’s’. They can then be printed, e-mailed
and saved on the client file.

Prior to saving the graph there
are some additional features –
Interpolate – by default the fund
lines in the graph are smoothed
out, un-ticking Interpolate will
sharpen the lines to give a more
typical graph look.
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The graph with
interpolate un-ticked.

Show key values will detail
some key values on the fund
lines to give you an easy
view of the values.
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Select Save as PDF to
create a ‘PDF’ version of the
graph that can then be
saved and printed.

6.2 Graphing Portfolios
Portfolios can be graphed against each other, for example if you have a recommended portfolio that you
want to compare against a clients existing portfolio.
You will firstly need to create the portfolio via the manual fund list.

Retrieve the manual fund list
and select Portfolio from the
menu bar.
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Enter the portfolio details
and select Graph.

The Portfolio value graph
will initially be displayed.
Another portfolio cannot be
added to this graph.
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Select another graph.

Select the other portfolio
you wish to compare against
from the Index drop down
menu.
The portfolio will be added
to the graph.

The default time period is 5
years. However, the graph will
adjust itself to the youngest fund
if younger than 5 years.

7 Fund fact sheets
Fund fact sheets are designed to allow you to produce an accurate, neat and informative synopsis of the
main attributes of any fund. The fact sheets can be saved as a ‘PDF’ to form part of your research.

Fund fact sheets are accessible from several places within Synaptic Research:
•
•
•
•
•
•

By searching for the fund from the fact sheet area on the home page
By clicking on a fund in the Linked Funds section of a contract fact sheet
By clicking on a fund in a list of linked funds for a contract
By clicking on the fund name in the grid of funds when in fund research
By clicking on a fund name when in Fund Picker
By ticking the boxes for one or more funds and then using the Show Fact sheets button when in Fund
picker

Fund fact sheets show five types of information about a fund:
•
•
•
•
•

Basic details such as management group, sector, and fund size.
Past performance, including derived functions of past performance such as quartile rankings, alpha,
and Financial Express Crown rating.
Asset allocation data.
Rayner Spencer Mills Opinion.
The linked contracts through which the fund can be bought
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As explained earlier fund fact sheets can be accessed from a number of areas within Synaptic Research. In
this example we will access the factsheet from the homepage.

The fund factsheet will be displayed detailing the funds details.

Additional information can be
added using the tick boxes.

Asset allocation data is separated into the top ten holdings, geographical analysis, sector weightings and
the aim of the fund (as published by the fund manager). Please note this information is subject to being
supplied by FE (Financial Express).
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The funds that have a Rayner Spencer Mills opinion will display the Rayner Spencer Mills logo The opinion is added by selecting the tick box at the top of the fact sheet.

Selecting Linked contracts from the top of the fact sheet will display a list of contracts that have access to
the fund.
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The data in the linked contracts section are hyperlinks – selecting the company name will take you to a
company fact sheet. Selecting the contract name will take you to a contract fact sheet. Selecting the type of
product will start a piece of product research for that product type.

The fund fact sheet
can be saved and
printed by selecting
Save as PDF.

As explained earlier in section 6 – fund graphs can be generated from the fact sheet. The graph will allow
you to plot the fund the against its sector average amongst other indexes.
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Select Graph.

Use the drop down menus
to select the type of graph
you wish to view.

Further information including definitions on the performance data displayed in the fact sheet is available in
the ‘Online help file’ which is accessible by either pressing F1 on your keyboard or selecting Help from the
menu bar from any screen within Synaptic.
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8 Retrieving Research
All research performed on Synaptic is automatically saved. However, due to the monthly updates it is
important not to only store the client research on Synaptic, as it will not be keeping a static copy of the
research you actually performed for compliant purposes – i.e. if time has passed and you are opening the
research a couple of months after it was originally performed – you will be using the most current data
which will have been updated. Therefore the results could differ from the original research. To ensure a
static copy of the research you performed is on file you will need to save the research documentation as
‘PDF’s’ when working through the research.
The research can be retrieved from two locations on the Homepage – the Recent and Client tab. If the
clients details were entered when starting the research, it can be retrieved from the Recent or Client tab.
Otherwise the Recent tab will display all research regardless of whether it is client specific or not.

8.1 Retrieving Research via the Client Tab
Select the Client tab from the right hand side of the Homepage.

All the research for the client will be listed.
The research highlighted in ‘pink’ indicates it was originally
performed on a previous month’s data. When the research
highlighted in pink is accessed a warning will be displayed. It will
explain where possible the filters that were originally selected
will remain the same but the results may be different.
Click on the blue link to access the research. You will be taken
through to the Filtering screen.
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8.2 Retrieving Research via the Recent Tab

The Recent tab will give you access to all research completed on Synaptic. It will only display the most
recent research, about the last twenty pieces of research then it will then disappear from this screen. If the
research is not displaying on the screen you will need to find it by using either of the search criteria’s at the
top of the screen. You can search by client name but if the research was not attached to the client you will
need to search by title. If you do not ‘change the title’ of the research you will need to use the default
name.

The research that matches the search criteria will be displayed. The research highlighted in ‘pink’ indicates
it was originally performed on a previous month’s data. When the research highlighted in pink is accessed a
warning will be displayed. It will explain where possible the filters that were originally selected will remain
the same but the results may be different.
Click on the blue link to access the research. You will be taken through to the Filtering screen.
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9 Incorporating Fund Research into Product Research
If you are completing your fund research prior to the product research, it is possible to include your
recommended funds within your product research.
There are two ways this can be done, you can either import your fund research into the product research
to perform a filter and exclude contracts that don’t have access to the funds. Alternatively you can simply
select the funds prior to generating the product suitability report. Either way the funds will be included in
the suitability report. However, you will still need to generate the fund research reports to ensure the fund
research is on file.

9.1 Importing Fund Research into Product Research
During the product filtering stage the fund research can be imported so you are filtering contracts based on
the actual funds you are recommending as opposed to sectors.
You will firstly need to complete the fund research and convert it to a manual fund list. For information on
how to do this, please see section 4.2 Converting fund research into a manual fund list.
Start a piece of product research and within the Sectors tab, instead of choosing sectors you want the
product to have access to, scroll to the bottom of the screen.

Select import from a
manual fund list.
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The manual fund lists that have
been created will be listed. Select
the relevant manual fund list.
This is one of the reasons why it
is important to name your
manual fund lists otherwise they
will all be listed with the same
name ‘Manual fund list’.

The funds in the manual fund list will be listed at the bottom left of the screen.
Synaptic will filter out contracts that do not have access to those funds.
The funds will be included in the product research reports as the recommended funds.
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9.2 Using the Fund Picker during Product Research
If you have not created a manual fund list in Synaptic but you know what funds you are recommending, you
can simply select them prior to generating the report.

By default Synaptic Research will pick funds based from the sectors selected at the filtering stage based on
the best alpha. The initial screen that gets displays confirms the sectors you have already chosen and
defaults to alpha.

Select Pick funds to
manually select the
funds.
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Select the funds you are
recommended and
select Save list.

You will receive confirmation that the funds selected have been saved. Return to the research reports by
selecting Back to report from the menu bar.
The funds will be included in the product research reports as the recommended funds.
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